
A R T  A N D  D E S I G N  S T U D I O



Bifrost is a close-knit family of odd yet extraordinary, weirdly 

creative and incessantly curious individuals with a common goal: 

Bridging the gap between strategy and artistry.

We create visuals, stories and experiences influenced by current 

trends and a whole lot of research. Our undying passion for our 

work, the conviction to keep learning and growing and our 

commitment towards this venture are just a few ingredients that 

go into Bifrost’s potion of innovation.

Being an action-oriented studio, we explore in context and focus 

on how to best connect our clients with their audience.



Mr. Rishabh Pahuja, Founder and CEO of 

Bifrost Studios, Lead Art Director, Branding 

expert, 2D Graphic Artist, Gaming Artist. 

His expertise in Visual arts and design 

makes for an impactful Brand Identity and 

Strategy which brings about disruptive 

business visuals and ideas.

Ms. Tejal Tunge, Founder and COO of 

Bifrost Studios, Lead Project Manager, 3D 

CGI artist, Industrial Designer and an expert 

in Brand Identity.

Her take on real life problems and providing 

the best design oriented solutions helps 

brands deliver the best to their consumers.

Ms. Tarunika Gaur, CXO of Bifrost Studios, 

Lead User Experience Designer expert in 

User Interface, User Experience and 

Communication Design.

Her unique approach in understanding 

consumer behaviour helps setting every 

brand apart.



We have created

712
Print Design

28
3D Visual Series

9
UX/UI Design

34
Packaging Design

36
Brand Identities



Brand is the perception of the company in the eyes of the world.

Brand identity is the collection of all brand elements that the

company creates to portray the right image of itself to the

consumer.

At Bifrost we help your Brand with creating its Identity

and place your Brand at the rightful place in the current

competitive market.

























































































































Contact | +91 8860949348

Email | bifrost.work@gmail.com

Headquarters | Delhi, India

Website | www.studiosbifrost.com


